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THE ARTIST 

A N AMERICAN ON 

MODERN ART 

MR.- W. H. GOODYEAR, M.A., 
Curator of Fine Arts in the Museum 

of the Brooklyn Institute, is responsible for the 

popular volume on 'Renaissance and Modern 

Art,'* published by The Macmillan Company. 
Considering the enormous scope of the subject 
and the very limited space at his disposal, the 

author has been fairly successful in outlining the 

development of architecture, sculpture, and 

painting, from the fourteenth century to our own 

day, and--with the exception of the last few 

chapters-the volume can be recommended as 

useful reading to those who are totally un 

acquainted with the subject. That the book is 

meant for this class of readers can be gathered 
from the fact that the author thought it advisable 

to explain who Vasari was, and to add hints as 

to the pronunciation after every name, such as 

Vinci (Vintchy), Brancacci (Brancatchy), 
Verocchio (Verokyo), Carpaccio (Carpatchyo). 
To the educated reader this presupposition of 

ignorance would be almost insulting. 
Mr. Goodyear's insistence in speaking of the 

work of Ghiberti, Raphael, Lionardo da Vinci 

and their contemporaries as 'modern' is mis 

leading and confusing. Of course, he means to 

convey that Nineteenth Century Art is based 

on the art of the Renaissance, the term 'modern' 

being employed as opposed to medievala' or 

Gothic. To us, however, the term conveys 
another, more obvious, meaning. 

It is in the last few chapters which deal with 

real 'modern ' art that the author loses his hold 

on the subject and shows complete absence of 

all sense of proportion. His ridiculous over 

estimation of contemporary American Art 

appears to be due to his having formed his 

opinion entirely on the basis of the Columbian 

Exposition at Chicago. To what extent he 

has been carried away by his patriotic enthusiasm 

may be judged from a few quotations taken at 

random from the chapter on recent American 

sculpture: 

'Of all modem portrait statues of authors, the Dickens 

and Little Nell, of Mr. Edwin F. Elwell, appears to me 

the most inspired.' ' Mr. Elwell's colossal Hancock . . . 

is one of the most important equestrian monuments or 

* Reni;sance and Made -n Art. By W. H. Goodyear, M.A. 
(London, 1900: Macmillan & Co., Ltd.) 

modern history.' ' Mr. D. C. French's colossal statue of 
the Republic .... has proved the most successful 
colossal work of modern sculpture.' 'To the same 
artist's relief, The Angel of Death and the Sculptcr, few 
works indeed could compare since the tomb reliefs of 
ancient Athens.' '"No similar works of modern history are deserving of equal place with the statutory groups of 

Mr. French and NMr. Potter.' 'No works of the kind in 
modern art can be compared with those achieved by Mr. 
Carl Bitter and Mr. Martiny for the Administration and 
Agricultural buildings.' 'The seahor:es,' by F. Mac 
Monnies, surrounding the "triumphal barge"' at the 
Columbian Exposition, have never had their superiors.' 

We have had no opportunity of judging the 
truth of these assertions, as very few examples of 

American sculpture have been seen in the Old 

World. It is different, however, with painting. 
This is how Mr. 'Goodyear speaks of Elihu 

Vedder ' When we come to ideal or suggestive 
art of the lofty and ambitious type, I have no 

hesitation in placing Elihu Vedder as first among 

living moderns. (!) He stands on surer ground 
in his choice of subjects, as being closer to 

average popular apprehension than the English 
man G. F. Watts. He is more profound 
than Leighton, not less suggestive and far more 

daring than Riviere, more practical and matter 

of fact than Burne-Jones, and there is no living 
Frenchman who can be named beside him in 

his peculiar field.' Well, those who have seen 

Mr. Elihu Vedder's exhibition, held last year in 

Bond Street, will take these bold assertions for 

what they are worth and draw their own con 

clusions as to the reliability of the author's 

judgment. 
And in this whole book on ' modern ' Art not 

a word about the Impressionist movement, not a 

mention of Manet and Whistler ! 

Two regrettable errors have crept into our 

issue of last month, for which we offer our 

apologies to th6se concerned. The etching, 
'The Hautboy' on p. 26 has been ascribed to 

Mr. C. J. Watson, whereas it is the work of 

Mr. John Wright. We also omitted to mention 

that Messrs. Frost and Reed, Bristol, are the 

owners of the copyright of Mr. Herbert Dicksee's 

etching on p. 20. 
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